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Exponential Progress

• ChatGPT has sparked public attention after its Nov 2022 launch

• Progress in deep learning has been going on for more than a decade

• Yet generative AI (large language models) define a new paradigm



Moore’s Law: capacity 
of computer chips 
doubling every 2 years



Compute employed by 
cutting-edge AI models 
doubling every 6 months!

 much faster than 
Moore’s Law 

Algorithmic efficiency in AI
growing at a rate of 2.5x/year



Working with Generative AI

Steps required:
a) access to cutting-edge systems
b) knowledge how generative AI works
c) learning from examples & experimentation
d) change in workflows
e) focus on our comparative advantage (h/t Ricardo):

• AI is good at generating content
• humans are good at steering/evaluating content creation



Starting Advice

Lots of attention has been paid to “prompt engineering”

My advice: 
human RAs are a good basic model for how to assign tasks to LLMs
 treat LLMs as if they were interns who are:

• smart and incredibly motivated and eager to help
• completely lack the context of what you are doing

 provide context
 iterate, experiment
 be patient

 when in doubt, ask the LLM whether/how it can help



Leading LLMs  (as of 4/19/2024)

Company Model Best Version Released Tokens Data Cutoff URL

Anthropic Claude 3 Opus 3/2024 200k Aug 2023 claude.ai
OpenAI GPT-4 Turbo 4/2024 128k Dec 2023 chat.openai.com

Google Gemini Ultra 2/2024 32k Jul 2023 gemini.google.com
Mistral Mixtral 8x22b 4/2024 65k Sep 2021 [open source]

Meta Llama 3 Llama-3 4/2024 8k Dec 2023 [open source]



Training, Capabilities, and World Models

Training of modern LLMs proceeds in 3 steps:

Step 1: Pre-training (very costly: GPT-4 > $100m, Gemini > $500m):
• LLM base model is pre-trained via “self-supervised” learning:

• system is fed vast amounts of data
• banal training objective: to predict the next word (token) in a sentence

• During this process, the model learns to represent the distribution of 
words in its training corpus

• but to do so efficiently, the model develops an internal representation or 
model of the world 



Training, Capabilities, and World Models

Training of modern LLMs proceeds in 3 steps:

Step 2: Instruction fine-tuning via supervised learning:
• LLM is taught to follow instructions rather than just continuing text:

• fine-tuning to answer questions,  summarize texts, brainstorm, etc.
• but all this draws on the pre-trained foundation

Step 3: Reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF):
• Model learns how much humans like answer  teaches LLM to be 

more truthful, sound authoritative, refrain from hateful text, etc.



Three Main Avenues of Accessing LLMs

Chatbots: using a web interface such as ChatGPT
• most intuitive but limited control over output

Web-based Experimentation Platforms: OpenAI Playground, Google AI 
Studio, Anthropic Console

• allows users to experiment with parameters without programming

Application Programming Interfaces (APIs): from within other 
computer programs, e.g., using python code

• allows for maximum customization and integration but requires coding
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Risks

• Information security: important for sensitive data

• Hallucination: LLMs are prone to make up things, esp when pushed 
to their limits: e.g., incorrect facts, citations, etc.
 this is getting better

• Bias: output builds on the corpus of training data

• Homogeneity: we all use the same models



Useful Capabilities for Economists
Six categories of capabilities, with several dozen sample use cases:

1. Ideation and feedback
2. Writing
3. Background research
4. Coding
5. Data analysis
6. Math

 paper available in the JEL (Dec 2023), updated at www.korinek.com 

http://www.korinek.com/






Useful Capabilities for Economists

Ideation and Feedback (generating, selecting, developing of ideas):
• Brainstorming ideas
• Offering feedback
• Providing counterarguments
• Evaluating ideas









A Few Other Brainstorming Strategies

• I am an economist working on AI and inequality. Can you brainstorm
• … an outline on [insert topic]?
• … 20 potential paper topics and describe each in one sentence?

• I am an economist working on an academic paper on [insert topic]. 
Can you brainstorm a research plan for me?

Iteration between brainstorming and evaluating ideas works especially well

Some of my colleagues use ChatGPT for verbal feedback, talking through problems





Useful Capabilities for Economists

Writing:
• Synthesizing text
• Providing examples
• Evaluating text
• Converting hand-written equations
• Editing text (for mistakes, style, clarity, simplicity, …)
• Generating catchy titles & headlines
• Generating tweets / promotional materials
• Preparing slides











Further Prompt Examples on Style

• Rewrite the following text
• … in a style that is comprehensible to non-economists
• … in a style that is accessible to policymakers with a PhD degree
• … in the style of [enter your favorite economist, politician, comedian]

• Which arguments are the hardest to follow in the following text?
• Evaluate the clarity and coherence of the following text.
• Are there any ambiguities in the following text?











Useful Capabilities for Economists

Background Research:
• Researching the literature 
• Summarizing text
• Summarizing videos
• Formatting references
• Translating text
• Explaining concepts

















Tutoring/Explaining concepts

Try a few additional examples:

1. What is the invisible hand theorem and why does it hold?
2. Why are instrumental variables useful?
3. What is Monte Carlo simulation?
4. What are the leading theories of exchange rate determination? 
5. What is the second theorem of welfare economics?





Useful Capabilities for Economists

Coding:
• Planning a coding project
• Writing code
• Explaining code
• Translating code
• Debugging code

 dedicated tools: GitHub Copilot and Tabnine
 works best in python & R but capable of many other languages











Useful Capabilities for Economists

Data Analysis:
• Locating data sources
• Creating figures
• Extracting data from text
• Reformatting data
• Classifying and scoring categories
• Extracting sentiment
• Simulating human subjects

















Useful Capabilities for Economists

Math (LaTeX):
• Setting up models
• Deriving equations
• Explaining models











Short-Term Lessons

• In many of these illustrations, LLMs are useful assistants AND tutors
 automation of “micro tasks”
 significant productivity gains

• Diffusion takes time – many knowledge workers behind the frontier

• Focus on our comparative advantage (h/t David Ricardo)



Medium-Term Outlook

• Our LLM will become better and better assistants AND tutors

• They will be adapted to lots of different use cases
• this will take some time, but has the potential to significantly change how we 

conduct research

• Current frontier: AI agents

• The role of humans in many cognitive tasks will diminish
• in many tasks, we’ll increasingly turn into rubber-stampers
 we will all have some deflating experiences
 “bitter lesson” of progress in AI (Richard Sutton, 2019)



Longer-Term: The “Bitter Lesson” (Speculative)

The “bitter lesson” of progress in AI (Richard Sutton, 2019):
• In the old days, AI researchers tried to make systems “smarter” by 

programming specific knowledge into them
• helped in the short term but benefits plateaued
• in the long term, “brute scaling” of compute has proven more successful

In our work as economists,
• we spend a lot of energy on similar strategies to obtain “smarter” results
 a similar bitter lesson might apply: with enough compute,
     economists will become redundant



Deflating Experiences

• we will have a lot of deflating experiences in coming years

• much of my human capital accumulated over 22+ years will become a 
legacy asset

• all this will happen amidst many other transformative changes in our 
society



BUT: Lots of important new questions for CBs:

What will the new era of cognitive automation imply for:
• technological progress and growth
• labor markets
• education
• geopolitics
• …
• social welfare?

As of right now, human brains (augmented by AI) are still the best technology 
around to answer them!
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